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ằ㗌䙫䔜⬷悕ờ同擧ḁ㮶⤐惤䖙ṵ⤻⑤˛ㇸồ⤎⤁㝨⊂宼䜧宐悕ờ⏴⌼Ṽ䄝㛰Ə䚸㎎⼺ằ嵲⊦
ằ㗌䙫䔜⬷悕ờ同擧ḁ㮶⤐惤䖙ṵ⤻⑤˛ㇸồ⤎⤁㝨⊂宼䜧宐悕ờ⏴⌼Ṽ䄝㛰Ə䚸㎎
Ọ↚⮁奨㐔ᷱⓑ傈㽕㴨Ə⹝‥⅏⊂ペ✏ᷲᷧ⯨䔜⬷㊌⇡⤮∝僃˛ㇸồ㛰⤑⤁Ṳ奨㒴䃍ƏỌ凚ṵㇸ
⼺ằ嵲⊦Ọ↚⮁奨㐔ᷱⓑ傈㽕㴨Ə⹝‥⅏⊂ペ✏ᷲᷧ⯨䔜⬷㊌⇡⤮∝僃˛ㇸồ㛰⤑⤁Ṳ
ồ⸟䕌ṭ㒗ↀ檿崏憶㕮㠯䙫憴奨『˛㕮㠯ἁᾪὦ安旬俬憮⎽堳⊏Ə忂俳徥ㇷㇸồ䙫䛕㟮˛俳ㇸ
奨㒴䃍ƏỌ凚ṵㇸồ⸟䕌ṭ㒗ↀ檿崏憶㕮㠯䙫憴奨『˛㕮㠯ἁᾪὦ安旬俬憮⎽堳⊏Ə
ồⷳ㜂㔝ờạ⁁∗䙫嵱⤁Ə⯠曧㰩䙫㎶志Ⱈ富㛛寍ⰤƋ俳᷻␟ạƌ˛
忂俳徥ㇷㇸồ䙫䛕㟮˛俳ㇸồⷳ㜂㔝ờạ⁁∗䙫嵱⤁Ə⯠曧㰩䙫㎶志Ⱈ富㛛寍ⰤƋ俳
take the action that enables us to meet our objectives. And the more we ask of the recipient,
᷻␟ạƌ˛
the more detailed (and compelling) that request needs to be.

⯠同擧ạ✏⏫䦴杉⏸䙫ㇷ⊆俳姧Ə㕮㠯惤杅⸟⅚攕˛⥤䙫㕮㠯富奨僤寛㛴ὦ䔏俬䂠
Copy is crucial to a marketer’s success on multiple fronts. It must persuade the user to click
the link in your search advertisement, follow the call to action on your landing page, and
忰㐃⯢䙫必人Ə㋰✏䙢昭桜杉䙫㋮䤡堳⊏Ə⹝⭳ㇷ崔ṗ┭⒨Ọ⭳ㇷ⊏ὃ˛⥩㞃
go through with the purchase of your offer. If you’re an email marketer, effective copy is
㘖ḑ䔜⬷悕ờ同擧ḁ俬Ə㛰㔯䙫㕮㠯㘖桭⅌族Ə⹝宐᷵㛰㈧⛅䙫寢俬⻡䪲必人
what gets you through the door and connects you to an audience of engaged readers who
䙫憴奨⅚攕˛
respond to your message.
✏㭋㋮⌾ḔƏㇸồ⯭䜧憴ṵ㛰㔯䙫㕮㠯ἁ⥩Ἴ宐Ḣ㗏˚䔜⬷㊌Ⅼ⮠⑳厞⽾䙫人㞃㛛ᷱ
In this guide, we will highlight how effective copy can improve your subject lines, email
Ⱙ㥣˛
content, and results.

ዷኼǖేڼڦᅃᆇၡ
Most
consumers have dozens if not hundreds of unread messages sitting in their inbox. Why all
⤎⤁㕗㵯崠俬䙫㔝ờ⌊ḔƏⰘ䭾ᷴ∗ᷱ䙥ƏṆ凚⯸㛰ᷧ㈺㜑⻧␖䙫Ὲờ˛忀䦴䁥暥✡杉
the
chaos? They do not feel enticed to open them. The email’s subject lines lack the pizzazz
㘖⿵ḯ⛅ṲƢ⛇ḡẽồ㲈㛰㈺⻧㝌䛲䙫⅛凛˛悕ờḢ㗏䙫恊宴䔏⬾伡Ḷ寘⎸ẽồ⅛嶊䙫
that
should have driven them to want to know more.
欬⊂˛

ᷴ䮈㘖䔜⬷㊌˚䉠⌽ỿデㇽ㛛㖗⿒宖Ə䙫Ḣ㗏惤⽾∗㛧檿㳏ヶ˛ᷴペ⎿ㇷ悊䦴宋ḡ䔜
attention.
You don’t want to be the marketer who views
⬷悕ờ⏖㛰⏖㗇Ə㛧⏵⏑吤⽾ㇷ⤐䌃ペḡἼ⻧␖䍮⥩
it
as a mere afterthought and ends up wondering why
㭋ハ㷈䙫同擧ạ˛憴䂠ᷴ㘖䔜⬷㊌憳㛰ầḯ✏䬰⽬
their
open rates are suffering. It doesn’t matter what you
㔝ờạƞ⥩㞃䙫Ḣ㗏㗇㲼␟ẽồ⻧␖ῈờƏẽồ
have
waiting for the recipient inside. If your subject line
㠠㜓必䛲惤䛲ᷴ∗憳杉䙫Ⅼ⮠˛䳆䲼䙫Ḣ㗏ἁ宐⯠
does
not
compel them to open the message, they will
Ⅼ⮠ế⇡䙫⊑⊂⋽ḡ㳈⽘˛
never even see it. A poor subject line could negate all
ḡ㮵⯨䔜⬷㊌安⮁⼡俳㛰⊂䙫Ḣ㗏ᷴⰤ䄝惤⽯形㝥˛
the hard work you put into your inner content.
Ἥ忀㘖⾬桢Ⱔ⿒⭍ἁ⹝㍳㏈䙫㉧ⷎ˛㮵ḑ㔝ờ⌊惤
Cranking out punchy subject lines for every email
〢㘖䇭㻈Ə㈧Ọ奨宐宖ざ✏ṻ劘⅒族䙫ῈờḔ儘桽俳
campaign is not necessarily a walk in the park. However,
⇡⹝⽾∗安旬俬䙫朹䜷Ə⭳⅏奨䛲䙫⊆⊂˛曧奨⯠㒗ↀḢ㗏䙫⏖ḡᷴ⏖ḡ㛰⅏䚿ṭ
it
is a skill you must learn to master quickly. Inboxes everywhere are overﬂowing, so it is up to
姊Ə㈴僤㮶㬈⇡⇢惤ᷧ⇢⾬僃˛
you to make sure your message stands out from all the hubbub competing for the subscriber’s
attention. Being able to stand out on a consistent basis requires working knowledge of the dos
and don’ts of subject line writing. 


༵ࠃၘဦڦ०
An
email subject line is similar to the synopsis on the back of a book. It provides a detailed
䔜⬷悕ờ䙫Ḣ㗏Ⱈ₶㘖ṍ傳ᷱ䙫䭧ẲƏ寍亭䙫䭧Ẳ宐㽃✏寢俬䟌怺忀㜓ṍ✏宙ầḯ˛⥤
preview
that lets the potential reader know what the book is all about. A good subject line
䙫Ḣ㗏Ṇ富⥩㭋˛Ⱈ₶㘖䔜⬷㊌˚ỿデㇽ俬㘖㛧㖗Ὲざ䙫⤎亙˛㲈㛰㗝旛㵑崠✏寖姊
should
do the same. It should act as a summary of your newsletter, offer, or update. There is
ᷱ˛㔝ờ俬⾬桢䟌怺忀⯨悕ờ㘖␍‣⽾ẽồ䙫㗝旛˛Ḣ㗏䙫⎴杉Ṇ⾬桢ᷧ㠞⅞Ἲ˛
no time for ﬂuff here. The recipient needs to know whether or not your message is worth their
time. You must be speciﬁc about what’s on the other side of that subject line.
Free trial at www.BenchmarkEmail.com/register
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ٗཌገఫਗ਼၂ॏኵ
People are dealing with hectic work schedules, trying to hold down the household, and
ạồ〢㘖✏⿀Ṙ䙫堳䧲⑳⊑⊂Ⅳ桥⮝⺔ḲḔ㎌ᷴ㙮Ə✏忀Ḳ旛徿⾬桢⾴⎾⤎憶䙫䔜⬷
shufﬂing through tons of email messages on top of it all. The point is that most of them are
悕ờ彗䂟˛憴䂠㘖Ə⤎⤁㕗ạ㲈㛰悊ḑ併⛤㗝旛˛⼺✏㔝ờ⌊Ḕ䛲妨䙫宖ざƏẽồ⏑
short on time. When they see your message in their inbox, all they really want to know is
ペ䟌怺憳杉∗⌽ầḯ卖˛㗺姧ḲƏẽồペ䟌怺⻧␖忀⯨Ὲ⏖Ọḡ凑ⷘ⸍㝌ầḯ⥤⣫˛
what’s in it for them. In this case, they want to know how they will personally beneﬁt from
㗇㲼寛㗵ƏⰘ㲈㛰⻧␖˛Ⱈ忀ḯ䭧⌼˛
opening your message. Fail to explain and they won’t. It’s as simple as that.
ỿ䦧䙫Ḣ㗏宐㽃✏寢俬䟌怺ẽồ⏖Ọ㜆㜂⑳厞⽾ầḯ˛⿀䡳䙫安旬俬⾬桢䬓ᷧ䜣Ⱈ僤䛲
A well written subject line let’s a potential reader know what’s in store, value and all. On
⇡旬寢䙫宖ざ僤␍ḡẽồ嵁撘˚䛨撘Əㇽ厞⽾㛰䔏䙫ῈざƏ䄝⏵ⅴ↚⮁奨ᷴ奨ḡ劘
ﬁrst glance, the busy subscriber needs to know if reading your message will help them make
崠ẽ⮄崜䙫㗝旛˛⛇㭋ƏḢ㗏㟶䙫楽奨䛕㟮㘖宐寢俬䟌怺ẽồ⻧␖Ὲờ僤⽾∗ầḯ˛ᷴ
money, save money, or uncover some valuable information before they even give you the
䮈㘖䦿宧˚㖗既Əㇽ⬿撘⦀㋂Ə⾬桢㎷⇡⅞Ἲ䙫䏭䔘Ə宐ẽồㄦヶ什㜡ἁ˛
of day. Therefore, the number one goal of your subject line should be telling them what t
will gain by opening your message. Be it tips, news, or savings, you must provide a speciﬁc
reason for them to give you play.

ԍጆᄽ
You
may ﬁnd yourself tempted to write zany, over the top subject lines to get the subscriber’s
⏖僤ἁ⎸䎗凑ⷘ⾴ᷴἶペ㉱Ḣ㗏ↀ⽾䧧⤮⏋】˚⤐劘Ṙ❇㝌␟寢俬䙫㳏ヶ˛㛰Ẃ䔜
attention. Some email marketers take this approach believing that the recipient will be so
⬷㊌同擧ḁ俬Ⱈ憮⎽忀䦴㖠㲼Əẽồ䛟Ὲ㔝ờ俬ἁḡẽồ䙫㜡㙡㈧‥ΌƏ橓ᷱペ奨⻧␖
amazed by their wit that they will instantly want to open the message and learn more about
ῈờỌṭ姊㛛⤁Ⅼ⮠˛ᷴ䙫㘖Ə⤑
what’s
behind it. Unfortunately, being
微⤐橓堳䩡䙫Ḣ㗏⏖僤⏑ἁ忩⽾⅝
too punchy and creative could work
⎴˛㞷Ẃạ妰⽾㛰嶊䙫䔏寔Ə⏖僤ἁ
against
you in this regard. What appeals
宐⅝ẽạㄆ∗ⅹ䊖ㇽ㑟ᷴ䜧⤛仑˛ῄ㋨Ḣ㗏㟶䙫᷺ḁ『⑳␟⊂Ə⹝⯭憴䂠㔥✏旷憱Ὲ
to some could be offensive or totally confusing to others. Keep your subject lines professional,
ờⅬ⮠˛ and focused on the point you’re trying to get across.
compelling,

ሁ܌ሁࡻ
You
have the luxury of 140 characters to get your message across on Twitter. Facebook is
✏㎏䉠ᷱ⏖Ọ䔏ḑ⬾㒗ↀ宖ざ˛)DFHERRN㛛⤎㖠Ə⊏㛛㖗ᷧ㬈⏖Ọ⮠亚
more
generous, giving you up to 400 through the newsfeed. With an email subject line, you
⬾˛✏䔜⬷㊌Ḣ㗏ḔƏ㛰ḑ⬾㮴Ⱈ䭾⽯德ṭƏ俳᷻忀ⷙ亶㘖杅⸟⊰⼡䙫ガ↜˛䜆
lucky
if you get 75 characters max, and that’s pushing it in most cases. The actual character
㭊䙫⬾㕗昷∝䫖䛲䔜⬷悕ờ㛴⊈⑳䔏㈞䙫凑⮁Ḱ宥⮁ƏἭ㗇审⤁ペ妭忀ḑṲ⮅Ə
limit
is dependent on the mail client and the user’s deﬁned settings, but you are left stuck
惤⯭墒⛗✏ᷧḑ杅⸟⯶䙫䩾㠣Ḕ˛
with a very small window no matter how you slight it.

✏䔜⬷㊌同擧䤥例ḔƏ⟡㜓⎆∀ḲᷧⰘ㘖ῄ㋨Ḣ㗏䭧䟔ẙ⇮˛宼䜧㉱⬾㕗昷∝✏ḑ⬾
In the email marketing community, one of the cardinal rules of subject lines is to keep them
㮴Ọᷲ˛⇇ḵ㈧㛰䙫䔜⬷悕ờ㛴⊈惤ἁ✏⤎亍⬾㮴⏵㈑㖔Ḣ㗏㟶Əᷴἁペ奨ⅹ䜧墒
short and sweet. Try to make them no longer than 50 characters at the most. Almost all email
clients will cut off subject lines at around 67 characters and this is a gamble you do not want
㋍兗㖐㖔䙫梵晐˛ᷧ㗍㔝ờạ䛲∗䙫Ḣ㗏㟶墒⇮㖔Ə✏ẽồ䜣ḔⰘ㘥⽾᷺ᷴḁṆᷴ
to take. Once the recipient sees your subject line chopped off, you are unprofessional and
⏖杇˛⬾㕗⎾昷⅝⮅㘖ờ⥤Ṳ˛忀宐㛰㜡ἁỌ㛧⯶昷⺍䙫⬾㕗⭳㕛旷憱憴䂠Ə忂俳寛
unreliable in their eyes. Having such a small window can actually be a good thing. It gives you
㛴㔝ờạ⻧␖ῈờƏ䔁凚ㇷḡ寢俬˛
an opportunity to create a subject line that gets your whole point across in as few words as
possible, the point that compels the recipient to open your message and become a reader.

փᄲՎׯઘऎᆰॲ
Some of those unread messages sitting in the consumer’s inbox are just taking up space before
⽯⤁㜑寢Ὲờ䕀✏桥⮉㔝ờ⌊ḔṆ⏑㘖⍇䩡旛Ə㛧⏵ᷴ㘖墒ḉ忂❪✥㡝ƏⰘ㘖⼹∗❪✥
being handed their ﬁnal fate, which is either a trip to the virtual trashcan or spam folder.
悕ờ⌊˛ᷴ⎾㊿㝆䙫安旬俬ἁ䛛㎌∇晋⯨擨ẽồ㛥安旬ἭⅬ⮠⹝ᷴ␟ạ䙫悕ờƏ⏑⛇
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Disengaged
subscribers are clicking away to delete and quarantine unappealing messages sent
⛇ḡẽồ䛲嵞㝌⽯₶❪✥悕ờ˛⥩㞃䙫Ḣ㗏㟶⽯₶❪✥悕ờƏṆἁ㲍吤凚⏳㠞䙫ᷲ
by
the same marketers they opted-in with because they look like spam on the surface. You
✡˛
could suffer the same fate if your subject lines scream spam. 

㛰ᷰ䦴䭧⌼䙫㖠㲼Ə⏖Ọ宐䙫宖ざᷴⅴ䛲嵞㝌₶㯒㗇Ở‣䙫❪✥Ὲ˛
There
are three simple things you can do prevent your message from looking like another
iece of worthless unkmail:

Ⅎ∝㾧ガƝ

1) Curb Your Enthusiasm
– You want to create a degree of
ペ∝怇⇡㞷䦴䧲⺍䙫⅛⤲⑳「忒『ƏἭ✏Ḣ㗏
excitement
and
urgency,
but utilizing CAPS or exclamation point
㟶Ḕ⅏惏ὦ䔏⤎ↀ⬾㮴ㇽ⤎憶ケ⏠⏞㘖堳ᷴ态䙫˛忀⏑ἁ宐
in
your subject lines is not the way to go about it. This will only
䛲嵞㝌₶㭊⯠䜧安旬俬⤎␣⤎⏒Ƌ忀Ṇ㘖䳆䲼䙫䔜⬷悕ờ
make
it seem as if you are yelling at the subscriber. (It is also a
䤣ố䙫㛧勪ὲƌ˛
gross failure of email etiquette.)

㳏ヶ䔏⬾恊

2) Beware of Word
Triggers - There are certain words and phrases that should be left out of
媋Ɲ㛰Ẃ⬾㰮ㇽ宴寔富墒㍹晋ṵḢ㗏Ḳ⣽˛⛇ḡ忀Ẃ⬾⏌ⷙ亶巆❪✥悕
your
subject line. Because they have been associated with spam, using them could prevent
ờ必人Əὦ䔏ẽồ⯭ὦ䙫宖ざ㗇㲼∗徥富⎢䙫✗㖠˛˥ℴ崠˦˚˥䂠⇢忀憳˦˚
your
message from ever reaching its ﬁnal destination. “Free,” “Click Here,” “Guarantee,”
˥ῄ宨˦˚˥安旬˦Ọ⎱˥䎗✏安崔˦⏑㘖⅝ḔᷧẂἁ宐䔜⬷㊌晞⅌溢䃍䙫ὲ⬷˛
“Subscribe,” and “Order Now” are just a few of many that could cause trouble for your
campaigns.

ᷴ奨㷞㶭 俬

3) Don’t Mislead
the Reader – Being a spammer isn’t all bad, you can say. Some have had
媹 ƝṆ⏖Ọ寛Ə庒ḡ❪✥悕ờ⎸忨ạṆᷴ⅏㘖✶Ṳ˛㛰Ẃạ⏖Ọㇷ
success,
and
most
of the time that success is the direct result of tricking the reader into
⊆Ə俳⤎⤁㗝 ẽồㇷ⊆䙫⎆⛇㘖㉱寢俬橾忂Ⅼ⮠⭳⅏ᷴ䬍䙫悕ờ˛✏Ḣ㗏㟶ᷱ⊏
thinking a message is something it is not. Subject line gimmicks might increase your
㈲儁⏖僤ἁ⢅⊇䙫⻧␖䍮ƏἭ⥩㞃寢俬㲈㛰✏宖ざ憳㉥∗㉦寡䙫ḃ奦Ə悊伡⯸
open rates, but if the reader doesn’t ﬁnd what you promised in that message, a lack of
⒴⤎㥩㘖㛧ᷴ䔏㊬⾪䙫Ṳṭ˛
responses could be the least of your worries. 

ጀಈ༬
As marketers, we all want subscribers to open and act on our message. And even though we
庒ḡ同擧ạƏㇸồ惤ⷳ㜂寢俬ἁ⻧␖⹝ᾄ宖ざ㋮䤡堳⊏˛俳⍚ὦㇸồ惤㝨⊂堳ὦ䔜⬷
are indeed working our email marketing strategy, getting them to take the desired action
㊌同擧䬽䕌Ə奨宐ẽồ㋰䅎ⷳ㜂堳⊏Ə⅝⮅⹝ᷴᷧ⮁曧奨⤑㗵㘥䙫同擧˛㛰䜧⎲╫㎏匷
doesn’t always have to involve obvious marketing. A well crafted subject line that gives a
⏊㯻䙫ỿ䦧Ḣ㗏Ⱈ嶚Ọ宐㔝ờ俬⻧␖ῈờƏ旬寢Ⅼ⮠Ə⹝忂堳ᷲᷧ㭌˛ḑạ⋽㘖忀憳䙫
friendly recommendation might be enough to get the recipient to open your message, read
what you have to say, and proceed to the next step. Personalization is the name of the game
㍳㏈⅚攕Ə⥩㞃䔏⽾㭊䡕Ə䙫塏䎗⯭㛰ㇶ≎『䙫忂ⰼ˛
here, and when used correctly, it can improve your performance dramatically.
Ọᷲ㘖ᷧẂ䭧⌼䙫㖠㲼Ə㕀⥩Ἴ✏Ḣ㗏㟶Ḕ㳏⅌『㠣˛
Following are some simple ways you can add personality to your subject lines:

• Establish
– Incorporating your brand’s personality doesn’t always have to
⻡䪲ᵰ⇮ㄆFamiliarity
Ɲ坴⅌⒨䈳䉠剙⹝ᷴ〢㘖Ị塏⾬桢㉱憴⾪㔥✏⒨䈳㜓庒˛ḥὲ俳姧Ə⥩

involve
highlighting the brand itself. For example, if the editor’s column of your newsle
㞃䔜⬷㊌Ḕ䙫ˡ份俬䙫寄ˢ态⸟⛅⒴⽯⥤Ə悊ḯ䭧⌼䙫ˣ䙫⅓⏟䔜⬷㊌Ɲ㝌凑汴
generates
a lot of reaction, a simple subject line like “Your Company Newsletter: Solid
䙫⮅䔏⻡宕ˤⰘ⏖Ọ㾧嵞檿⻧␖䍮Ə⛇ḡ䙫寢俬ⷙ亶⯭汴䙫ạ㠣䉠崏⑳䙫
Tips
from Bob” could encourage a high number of opens from your audience who have
⒨䈳䉠剙必人˛ẽồ橓ᷱⰘ䟌怺✏ṭ姊ẽ䋓䉠䙫㖠㲼Ḳ⣽Əẽồ徿⏖Ọỗ崽㝌凑汴
come
to recognize the brand from Bob’s personality. They instantly know they can count
䙫ỿ䦧⻡宕˛
on great tips in addition to his unique approach to the subject.

• Solve
Their Problem – If your audience is comprised of small business owners, maybe
આӐѕћङொƝ⥩㞃䙫寢俬例䔘⯶ỨḁḢ㈧㝫ㇷƏẽồ⽯⏖僤㭊ḡ⥩Ἴ⻧⎸㖗
they
are struggling to acquire new customers. In this case, a subject line like “Are You a
⮉㈞俳䃍っ˛✏忀䦴䊝↜ᷲƏ₶ˣ㘖ḑペ奨⎽⽾㛧⤁䫻ㇷẋ㠯ờ䙫同"擧ạ
Marketer
Who Wants to Close More Deals?” could raise interest. Although you are posing
⏾Ƣˤ忀䦴Ḣ㗏㟶Ⱈ⽯⮠㗺␟䛕ℰ˛噤䄝忀ḑ旕桿㘖⯠㮶ḑạ㊂⇡ƏἭ⯠悊Ẃ㭊
this
question to your entire audience, the business owners who really are having a tough
✏ḡ㗇㲼徥ㇷẋ㗺俳㒴䃍䙫ỨḁḢ俳姧Əẽồἁ妰⽾㘖✏巆ẽồ寛寄˛
time closing the deal will feel like you’re talking to them personally.
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• ߄ӫ۞Ɲᷴ桢䛛㎌⻧⭾㗵Ḱ㋃㈿⯠㖠⻧␖Ὲờ俳ᾄ䄝僤␟桥⮉䙫∂ヶὃ㲼Ə⅝⮅
Be Creative – There are plenty of creative ways to entice the subscriber to want to know
more without coming out and asking them to open your message. For instance, if you
㛰⽯⤁˛ὲ⥩Ə⥩㞃㘖劘ḢạƏˣ䎒䑗⅏杉ᷪṻ㉿ˤⰘ㷬㥁ↀ⇡⻧Ὲ⏖Ẓ㛰䙫ỿ
operate a ﬂower shop, “Save 25% on Assorted Roses“ clearly expresses the beneﬁt of
デ˛⍚ὦ忀䦴ỿデ⏑Ọ㮶㛯ᷧ㬈䙫桸䍮⎸忨Əⷙ亶䆆ばἁ⛡⮁㎷ᾂỿデ䙫安㈞ἁ宋
reading your offer. Even if you only send this type of offer once a month, subscribers who
⇡䙫Ὲƞ⥩㞃ẽồペ⽾∗⥤⣫ƏⰘἁ忂ᷧ㭌⻧␖Ὲờ˛
have to come to know your brand for sending deals will recognize and open your message
if they want to take advantage.

䔜⬷悕ờ㛴⊈ᾂ崎┭⑳䔜⬷㊌同擧彖ờ䧲惤宐⏖Ọ杅⸟形㗺✗✏Ḣ㗏㟶Ḕ㎷⎱㔝ờạ
Email service providers and email marketing software programs make it incredibly easy to
䙫⦺⏴˛Ἥ㘖Ə㛰㔯䙫ḑạ⋽仄ᷴẬẬ㘖㎷⎱⦺⏴俳ⷙ˛⾬桢㛰凑ⷘ䙫寛寄㖠˛ạồ
include the recipient’s name in the subject line. However, effective personalization goes far
徿㘖▃㬉㔝∗䔜⬷悕ờƏ勌宖ざ㝌凑ẽồ宋宭䙫ạƏ悊䦴ㄆ妰ἁ㛛⥤˛ᷴ曧奨䜆䙫₶ṭ
beyond greeting them by name. It’s more about being personal in your tone. People still love
to receive email, and getting a message from someone they feel like they know is even better.
姊㛲⎲ᷧ㠞⯭安旬俬㑟忶ƏṆ⏖Ọ䔏₶⑳㛲⎲倱⤐䙫寔㯻巆ẽồ寛寄˛
You don’t have to know your subscribers like a friend to approach them on a personal level
and talk to them like one.

ํںᄇଁ
You
will be doing a major disservice to your captivating subject
⥩㞃宖ざⅬ⮠⑳Ḣ㗏ᷴ䬍Ə悊ⅴịạ䥅欩梇Ό䙫Ḣ㗏惤⏑ἁ怇
lines
if the content in your message does not deliver. A well written
ㇷ⎴㔯㞃˛䲥⾪㒗ↀ䙫Ḣ㗏⏖Ọ寛㛴寢俬劘㗝旛什㜡ἁƏἭ
subject
line will convince the reader to give you a moment of
Ⅼ⮠㈴㘖宐ẽồ忂堳⏵仔⊏ὃ䙫⅚攕˛忀Ⱈ₶ℯ∴㎷微䙫Ə寍
their time, but it is your content that will encourage them to go
亭䙫Ẳ亴傳⏵⾬桢㛰䜧俷ạ⯢䙫㔬Ṳ˛
even further. It’s like the intriguing story that follows the detailed
synopsis of the book we talked about earlier.
Following
are some ways to make sure your subject lines and content are connected and ﬂow
ỌᷲᷧẂ㖠㲼Ə⏖Ọ宐䙫Ḣ㗏⑳Ⅼ⮠䴎⮭必人˚䛟㘇ㇷ嶊˛
in a seamless transition:

ثڐઢƝᷴ曧奨庒ḡ崫⍭㷘⎁䙫㕮㠯㈴僤⎿庒ㇷ⊆䙫䔜⬷㊌同擧┭˛⏑曧奨ῄ
• Initiate
the Conversation - You do not have to be a seasoned copywriter to be a successful
email
marketer. All you need to be is a professional who understands what your audience
㋨᷺ḁƏṭ姊妩Ỿ䙫曧㰩⹝⯭⅝当⋽ḡẽồ僤ṭ姊䙫㕮⬾˛⼺䄝⏖僤ἁ曧奨晶䜧ᷴ
wants
and how to convey it in language they understand. Of course you may have to switch
⏳䙫旬寢㖶例当㍉寔寪ƏἭ⏑奨ῄ㋨⁌寯᷻⹚㗺徸ạƏ㗇审⯠屈㘖Ứḁ檿Ⱙㇽペ剩䛨
up
your
tone depending on the segment, but being conversational and genuine in your
⭍崠⻧擧䙫䈝㮴Ə惤⏖Ọ⎸ⰼ⇡㛰⊂䙫⯠寄˛
approach will enable you to strike up powerful dialogue whether you are communicating
with business executives or parents looking to save money on school supplies.

• Get
Right to the Point – Email users have a habit of scanning over messages instead of
ӤИࢵƝ䔜⬷悕ờ䔏㈞⤎⤁ṇブ徬怆㴶妯宖ざƏ俳杅忷⬾忷⏌旬寢˛ᷴ䮈ペ⼹⑵ṵ
reading
them entirely. Whether you want to blame it on hectic schedules or being made
丨⿀䙫㗌䧲Əㇽ㘖䎗Ịạ墒䎖⡪䙫ᾂ微ṵ㰩㈧⟠Ⅲ⇡屑⥉ㆹ㕊䙫ṇブƞ䙫Ⅼ⮠惤⾬桢
lazy
by the luxuries of today’s on-demand world, your content must always be clear,
㷬㙗㛰㝈䏭Ə俳᷻⇮Ḕ奨䂠˛⍚ὦ奨寛䙫寄㛰⽯⤁Əᷧ⻧⦲Ⱈ⯭㛧寘ạ䙫㝈ờᷱ㛛憴
concise
and to the point. Even if you have a lot to say, you want to get to the juicy details
奨˛奨㉱㈧㛰ḃ奦惤⡅忂䔜⬷悕ờ䩾㠣㘖ḑ剗徂䙫Ợ⊈ƏἭ⏖Ọ喰䔘⯭㕮⬾Ọ㝈⇾
immediately.
Trying to cram everything into an email window gets tough, but you can
㕛䏭˚䲥⾪ὦ䔏梃剙⑳⛥塏Ọ⎱㍳㏈䕀䙤䙫剡㜖Ə㝌ῄ㋨䔜⬷悕ờ⹙↧俳崶⾪ろ䛕˛
maintain clarity by breaking your text up with bullet points, making sound use of colors
and graphics, and taking advantage of good old white space.

ޅՠٷܴࣔƝ㗇审宼⛥擧┕ầḯƏ惤⾬桢⎸ⰼ⇡⯠寢俬寛寄䙫ᷧ凛寔寪˛䙫⏊
• Incorporate
and Maintain Your Unique Voice – No matter what you’re selling, you need to
develop
a voice that speaks to your audience. This voice should reﬂect the identity of your
㯻富僤⎴㘇⒨䈳䉠崏Ə⹝✏䔜⬷㊌Ḕ仛㋨ᷧ凛˛寛寄䙫ạ㘖⅓⏟㉎堳敦˚份彸Ə徿㘖
brand
and remain consistent across your email campaigns. Is it the voice of your company
同擧⛉昆Ƣ噤䄝⏖Ọ宼䜧ḡ㮶ḑ妹剙⻡䪲凑ⷘ䙫⏊㯻ƏἭ晶ヶ当㍉ạ㠣⽯⏖僤ἁ怇ㇷ
CEO,
editor, or the marketing team? While you could try to develop a different voice for
㷞ṘƏ⹝宐⒨䈳⽉屈Ẏ䔆⍘㜡˛
each role, switching personalities may cause confusion and leave you with a brand identity
crisis on your hands.
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ॾކչ֣࣌ङٵ੫Ɲ併Ḥ䙫⛥䈮⑳⹚⇈㗇嶊䙫㕮㠯㔥✏ᷧ嵞ƏṆ⏖Ọ宐䔜⬷㊌㐮庒ᷧ
• Find
Balance Between Text and Images - Beautiful images can work together with
ordinarily
boring copy and turn your email newsletter into a winner. With that said, this
⎿ㇷḡ凛僃∐♏˛寄噤⥩㭋Ə┖㛰䔜⬷㊌Ḕ㕮⬾⑳⛥䈮䙫㮻ὲ⭳併⹚塈㗝㈴僤⽾∗ᷱ
is
only
the
case when your newsletter has an optimal balance of text and images. Having
志人㞃˛⤑⤁ㇽ⤑⤎䙫⛥䈮惤⏖僤姍⎸❪✥悕ờ微㻋♏˛⥩㞃䔜⬷㊌憳⏑㛰敦䮮⤎审
too
many images or images that are too large could trigger a spam ﬁlter. If your message
䙫㕮⬾⑳ᷧ⼇⯶∗暥Ọ⯆妰䙫⛥䈮Ə悊僤怇ㇷ䙫⽘⒴巆⭳⅏ᷴ䔏⛥䈮ᷴἁ㛰⤑⤎ⷕ
is
composed
of long blocks of text and one small, barely noticeable photo, the lackluster
−˛⅚攕㘖奨㉥∗⅝Ḕ⭳併䙫⹚塈䂠˛
response may be equivalent to using no images at all. Being able to ﬁnd that perfect
middle ground is essential.

• Present
Your Offers Wisely – Email is a great promotional tool, but how you present its
߄܉ٙङݕॐџࠀƝ䔜⬷悕ờ㘖⽯㢹䙫⮊ἇⷌ⅞ƏἭ㘖䎗䙫㖠⯠⮊ἇ㘖␍ㇷ⊆㛰
offers
will play a huge role in determining the success of your promotions. Your focus here
杅⸟憴奨䙫⽘⒴˛忀憳䙫䄍䂠富㘖宐寢俬䦢⻧㔝ờ⌊⹝∴⽧崔ṗ䙫ᷲḑ昝㮜˛
should
be getting the reader out of the inbox and into the next stage of the customer
富✏徿㲈寛㗵⥤⣫Ḳ∴ƏⰘ⻧⦲ᾪ擧姊↚㖠㠯⏾Ƣ寢俬✏䛲⭳∴姧⏵徿ἁ㛰⅛嶊⏾Ƣ
cycle.
Should
you start off promoting your solution without diving into the beneﬁts ﬁrst?
Ở㠣宖ざ䙫⮅昬ἴ何䙫䡕㘖ḑ㢿㈲䙫旕桿Ə⅚攕✏ṵ⾬桢㷬㷬㥁㥁俳᷻ᷴ宐寢俬⇭
Will
the subscriber
still be interested after reading your introduction? Actual placement of
⾪˛忀㗝
㛧ᷴ富⁁䙫Ⱈ㘖✏ᷧ⯨宖ざḔ⡅忂ṻḑ凑宋䙫㛧⏞⏓⏊⏞˛
your offer can be a tricky endeavor but the key is making sure you are crystal clear and do
not distract the reader. This is deﬁnitely not the time to pour your ﬁve best calls to action
into one message.

ॹڏՕ੧ङӄؠƝᷴ䮈䙫㛧亯䛕䙫㘖擧┕˚⨘ḷ徿㘖⌼亖䙫㎷ᾂῈざƏⅬ⮠惤富
• Create
Actionable Content – Whether your aim is to sell, entertain, or simply provide
information,
your content should convince the reader to take a speciﬁc action. While
寛㛴寢俬憮⎽㞷䦴堳⊏˛晋ṭ㛰⊅㲼䭧㳨㛰⊂✗姊憱䙫㛴⊈⊆僤㛰⤁ỿ䦧Ə㷬㥁⇾
being
able
to
concisely explain the features of your solution is good, clearly outlining the
⇡⥤⣫㈴㘖僤㾧⎸寢俬堳⊏䙫奨䴇˛㗇审㘖㕮㠯˚⏞⏓⏊⏞ㇽ昫⊇K䴇Ə惤富㷬㥁
beneﬁts
is what will get them to react. Your copy, call to action, and supporting elements
㋮䤡ẽồᷲᷧ㭌富⁁ầḯ˛ペ∂怇⇡䙫Ⅼ⮠Ə奨ᾪὦ寢俬∴⽧䙫伸䫀Ə憮⎽堳
must
tell
them exactly what they need to do next. You want to create content that drives
⊏Ə⹝徥∗㈧宥⮁䙫䛕㟮˛
the reader to explore your website and take the action that meets your deﬁned objective.

֪Ăᆌǈ߸ฉ୍֫
Although
we have extensively covered tightening up your content based on many of the
噤䄝ㇸồᷧ䛛ḥ⇡実⤁䟌⏴䙫㛧⮅ὲ⼡寪宐Ⅼ⮠䲥⮅䙫憴奨『ƏἭ✏㕗⬾᷽䔳Ḕ㲈㛰
universal
best practices, nothing in the digital world is ever etched in stone. For example, it
ầḯ㘖ṿ⏋ᷴ⎿䙫˛⏳㠞䙫Ə⅝ẽạ宋ḡἁ姍⎸❪✥悕ờ微㻋♏䙫宴寔Ə⏖僤㭊㘖宐
may
be
absolutely
necessary to switch up your voice if the diversity of your list so calls for it.
䙫Ὲờ墒⻧␖䙫⅚攕宴˛᷵寢俬㎌姍䙫㖠富䔘ẽồ↚⮁Ə俳㎉䟌ẽồ⾪ヶ㛧⏖杇
On a similar note, select terms that trigger spam ﬁlters for others could be exactly what it
䙫㖠Ⱈ㘖㷷忂㴲宼˛

takes to get your message opened. It should be your audience who dic
the
most reliable way to ﬁnd out what works for them is progressive testing.
⮁㜆⯠䙫Ḣ㗏㟶˚䔜⬷㊌㕮㠯⑳㕛ἺⅬ⮠忂堳㮻彪㴲宼Ə㉥
⇡ầḯ僤㾧⎸寢俬㛧己嶪䙫⎴˛ṭ姊㴲宼人㞃⹝ᾄ㠞堳ὦƏ
Regularly
conduct comparative tests of your subject lines,
Ⱈ⏖Ọ㋨仔ḡ寢俬㎷ᾂ⭳併䬍⏯ẽồ曧㰩‶⥤䙫Ⅼ⮠˛
message
copy, and content in general to gauge how your audience
is responding. Take the results, apply accordingly, and you will
伸仃⑳䔜⬷悕ờḢ奨惤㘖妭妰⩹Ẳ˛䁜㴢䙫宥守⑳⮉∝⋽䙫
continually
provide them with the content that best matches up to
+70/㨈㝦⏖Ọḡ伸仃同擧䬽䕌攍ᷱ㷢劘ƏἭ⥩㞃ペ䕀ἶⷳ㜂㛛
their
needs and preferences.
⅞Ἲ䙫Ⅼ⮠䙫安㈞Ə⏑㛰忀㠞㘖ᷴ⤆䙫˛㛧亯Ə䙫㛴⊈ㇽẎ
The
internet and your email are primarily visual mediums. A slick
⒨ἁ㘖䙫Ḣ奨⌽䂠Ə俳⥩Ἴ᷵桥⮉㎌姍˚⑳ẽồṹ⊏˚㾧
design
and custom HTML templates can do wonders for your online
嵞ẽồ䙫⅛嶊Ə惤⯭⎽↚ṵ⑳ẽồ䙫㲆态㖠˛
marketing plan, but they won’t be enough to sustain subscribers
who want more substance with their style. Ultimately, your service
or products will be your main selling points, and how you approach
prospects, how you engage them, how you excite them, will depend
entirely on how you communicate with them.
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Benchmark Email!Ԧሊ܋र
Take powerful features by the dozen, sophisticated list management, hundreds of emai
⏳㗝ḡ䮈䏭⌨㝌Ụ䲥⮭䙫䔜⬷㊌⇾塏˚人⏯ᷱ䙥䦴䔜⬷悕ờ㨈㝦˚䲥↭䙫⇭㝷㊌人
templates, ultra-precise reports and dazzling email and video email. Now, package all
㞃᷵ịạ倚䛕ᷧ㖗䙫䔜⬷㊌᷵⤁⩹Ἲ䔜⬷悕ờƞ䎗✏⏑奨䔏䉠デỞ㠣Əᾦ僤ᷧ㬈㋌㛰忀
that together for an extremely affordable price. Sound appealing?
Ẃ⼡⤎䙫⊆僤˛⾪⊏ṭ⏾Ƣ
That’s us.
㉥%HQFKPDUN(PDLOⰘ⯠ṭƄ
There’s a reason – or 100 – that more than 73,000 users trust us with their email
ㇸồ䙫䔜⬷悕ờ同擧䬽䕌㷘⽾⏴䔏㈞䙫ῈỢƏ⹝杅㲈㛰怺䏭Ƌ䔁凚⏖Ọ⇾ḥ⇡
marketing campaigns. With a second-to-none feature set, headache-free tools that
ḑ䏭䔘ƌ˛᷺ḡ"⤎⤎⯶⯶䙫Ứḁ享亮㎷ᾂ䔜⬷悕ờ同擧㛴⊈Əㇸồ㎷ᾂ䙫⊆僤㗇ạ
make every campaign a snap and extremely reasonable price plans, we’re the email
僤⇡⅝⏚Əạ『⋽䙫✏亦ⷌ⅞宐同擧怇⊦㗺⥩⎴㍳Ə俳᷻Ở撘⅓怺⎯⮅✏˛
marketing service for businesses of all shapes and sizes.

%HQFKPDUNᷴẬ㘖䔜⬷㊌同擧⤎ⷯƏ徿㘖∂㖗桭刑俬˛晋ṭ凛⊂ṵ㎷ᾂ⭳╫䙫䔜⬷㊌同
At Benchmark, we’re more than email marketing experts, we’re innovators. Our main
擧㛴⊈ƏㇸồṆㇷ䪲伸仃䤥例˚憮䔏㐃䴉㒵ỿ⋽
6(2also
᷵:HEƏ⛇㭋Əㇸồ䙫✏亦
aim is to perfect our email marketing service, but we
follow social networking,
search engine optimization (SEO) and Web 2.0 just so our 100% Web-based software is
彖ờƏ㈴僤᷵㗌㖗㛯⻩䙫伸仃⮭⇮人⏯˛
completely compatible with the ever-changing Internet world.
⏑奨併KƏ楽㬈㳏ⅳ⍚僤Ẓ㛰⥩㭋⁌⅏䙫㟮↭⊆僤Ə䛟ῈⅴṆ㉥ᷴ∗䬓ṳ⮝⅓⏟㎷ᾂ
No
other service gives you this robust, standard range of features for just $9.95 a month
忀㠞⤐⤎䙫ỿデ˛䎗✏Ⱈ寞ᷱZZZEHQFKPDUNHPDLOFRPFQUHJLVWHU㳏ⅳㇸồ䙫
to start. Find out for yourself by enrolling in our free, 30 day trial at
⤐ℴ崠宼䔏䈯˛
www.benchmarkemail.com/register.
৻ৌ Benchmark Email

㬉徵什ṯ㋮㕀˛ㇸồ⽯ḷヶ᷵わ┭宏わ䙫䔜⬷悕ờ同擧曧㰩˛㬉徵䔏Ọᷲ㖠᷵ㇸồ倻
We welcome your feedback and would love to talk with you about your email marketing needs.
Please contact us at the addresses below.
䳢Ɲ
ৠॻ: http://www.benchmarkemail.com/
ऄઢ: 8  

   

Email: @benchmarkemail.com
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